
Hi ARTS Email Tree Contacts, 
  

E-News 2015-004  

(NEW SQUARE DANCE LOGO AND 

SLOGAN) 

  

  

FOR E-News Contacts - Please SEND this message to the contacts in you part of the 
ARTS E-Mail Tree. 
  
 

Hi All, 
  

As many of you know, a new modernized square dance logo and slogan have been 
created. The new logo and slogan have been endorsed by The ARTS, the United 
Square Dancers of America (USDA), CALLERLAB and other national dance 
organizations. Additionally, many national and regional dance events and local clubs 
have enthusiastically selected the new logo and slogan for use in their promotion and 
publicity. We encourage every square dance club and other square dance activities to 
use the new logo/slogan for their promotion materials. 
  

When the logo is combined with the slogan the result is what we have named the 
square dance slogo (SLOgan/loGO.) See sample below under my signature 
information. 
  

The new slogan (Live Lively - Square Dance), logo, and slogo are being received with 
overwhelming enthusiasm. At the 2015 CALLERLAB Convention Jim & Judy Taylor 
handed out nearly 300 handmade pins featuring the slogo. They were so well received 
we have received requests for additional pins. We have plans to have the pins available 
at the 64th National Square Dance Convention to be held June 24 - 27, 2015 in 
Springfield, MA and the USAWest Convention to be held August 13 - 15, 2015 in 
Helena, MT. We encourage each of you to attend one OR both of these fantastic dance 
events. 
 
The logo was designed by Zack Turner, an artist in Medford, Oklahoma. The British 
Columbia Square and Round Dance Federation had commissioned the logo, so that its 
members would have something a bit more modern to use on promotion posters.  
  

We have received requests for a high resolution logo for use when high resolution 
would be appropriate. Recently, Zack has been working on creating a high resolution 
logo for people to use for all projects. These logos are higher resolution and different 
colors. The link to view, download, and learn how to edit is:  http://tinyurl.com/l8b2dtq 

PLEASE NOTE - WE ASK THAT YOU DO NOT CHANGE THE 
PROPORTIONAL LAYOUT OF THE LOGO! 



 
The logo can then be saved/downloaded as svg, jpg, png, or pdf. This is still a work in 
progress and hopefully this will answer any questions people have.  
  
Some of you MAY receive this message twice, I apologize for any double mailings and 
ask you to forgive any inconvenience. 
  
Thanx for your support, 
  
Jerry Reed 
ARTS Executive Director 
  
GENERAL INFORMATION - 
  
The ARTS Email Tree was established to provide an electronic connection to all dancers in the 

USA. There are plans to expand the Email Tree to include the dancing activity outside the USA. 
  
The goal is to get this information to ALL the dancers who are part of this tree within 15 days. 
  
Jerry 
  
Jerry Reed 
ARTS Executive Director 
943 Tamarind Circle, Rockledge, FL 32955 
Phone - 321-794-9645 
Email - ARTSDirector@aol.com 
Skype - jerry.reed.2 
 

 
 
To be removed from future mailings, please send a message to: 
DirectorARTS@aol.com 

 


